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Playful Nordic farming

Urban cowboy in a new T-shirt from UBANG. As always play is an inherent element of UBANG’s clothes – in the field in front of 
the combine harvester a little mouse is hiding in a hole. Available in size 2-8 years,  euro 35, -/ dkk 249, -

Tractor T-shirts and cat dresses
A dress with a long-legged stork chasing frogs right into the pocket. 

Tractor T-shirts, cat dresses, and a skirt depicting the life of an apple 
from core to new tree. The theme of the spring/summer collection 

from UBANG is Nordic farm life – and urban farming.
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New collection from UBANG – spring/summer: 2016



Play and laughter 
UBANG designs inspires to both 
play and laughter and provides 
opportunities for delightful talks 
between children and their 
grown-ups.

Free as a bird and a four-leaf clover in your pocket. Bird 
Tee and Good Luck Shirt are both available in size 2-8 
years, price:  euro 35, -/ dkk 249, -

Elephant classic
The elephant has become 
UBANG’s great classic. So 
of course this big friend is 

part of the new collection, 
too – now in the guise of 

a T-shirt with green or red 
stripes in the background. 

The classic elephant onesie 
for babies is available in 

delicate red or denim blue.

The elephant shirt, UBANG’s great classic, has got gentle stripes in the new collection. 
Available in size 2-8 years, price: euro 47,5, -/ dkk 339, -
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Organic cotton
Take care of the Earth till I grow up! UBANG is made from organic cot-
ton from a GOTS certified producer. Additionally, UBANG is marked with 
Oeko-Tex® - the consumer’s guarantee that no harmful chemical residue 
remains in the textiles.



Nightwear & cuddly toys
A cute rabbit on the nightie and a 
fluffy one just like it to cuddle while 
you sleep. 
UBANG Sleep Collection is an in-
novative new line of sleepwear in 
classic children’s colours, available in 
size 1 to 10 years. 
The motifs are cute rabbits, sheep, 
or elephants. Each nightie comes 
with a cuddly toy exactly like it, 
ready for a hug.
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Play right down to your toes
UBANG’s Talkie Walkie Socks with built-in 

play, available in size 17 to 42. 
In the spring/summer collection 2016 

the tiger’s sharp teeth and the ballerina’s 
graceful feet are accompanied by a lovable 

cow and a cute sheep. 
Talkie Walkie Socks are also available 

as tights with a unicorn horn or a 
snake’s body moving up your leg.

A Danish export success
Danish children’s wear manufacturer UBANG was founded  in 2006 and  is stationed at Refshaleøen 
in Copenhagen, where green areas merge with cityscapes. UBANG is a Danish export success, and 
the brand’s colourful collections are sold all over Europe, in Japan, and in the Middle East.

Press service:
Find more pictures and pack shots of the entire collection at 

www.ubang.dk/pages/press - login: PLAY
Photo: Mikkel Tjellesen  - Styling: REVOLVER

For more information please contact director and designer
 Ulla Bang Jørgensen at ulla@ubang.dk or +45 2625 3723

Rabbit Pajama and a cuddle rabbit teddy, ready for a hug. 
Night wear from: euro 35-43, - / dkk 249- 299, - Teddy: euro 28, - / dkk199, - 


